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What do you think about the invisibles, vol 6: kissing mister quimper (the invisibles #6)
by grant morrison in the sixth volume of the invisibles collection, the group of freedom
fighters must deal with the aftermath of their battle with the hand of glory. but as the
invisibles look to rest and regroup, they soon discover that this fight had far greater
effects than their physical casualties. with king mob growing even more violent and
their leader ragged robin continuing to hid in the sixth volume of the invisibles
collection, the group of freedom fighters must deal with the aftermath of their battle
with the hand of glory. but as the invisibles look to rest and regroup, they soon discover
that this fight had far greater effects than their physical casualties. with king mob
growing even more violent and their leader ragged robin continuing to hide many
secrets, the invisibles find themselves dealing with time distortions, secret government

installations, and their own warped pasts as they try to uncover the truth about the mindcontrolling dwarf called quimper. collects volume 2, issues #14-22 ...more
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DINOSAUR COMICS, FIG F: FEELINGS ARE BORING, KISSING IS
AWESOME (DINOSAUR COMICS #3)
book info: this book contains all dinosaur comics from 2008. 9" x 7", color, 268
pages. "aw geez, that isn't a dinosaur comics book, unabridged and in full colour,
and with all three secret texts for each comic included, is it? it is! so awesome.
"this book features an introduction by my high school english teacher, ms. janet
cover. yes. we even met for lunch when i asked book info: this book contains all
dinosaur comics from 2008. 9" x 7", color, 268 pages. "aw geez, that isn't a
dinosaur comics book, unabridged and in full colour, and with all three secret
texts for each comic included, is it? it is! so awesome. "this book features an
introduction by my high school english teacher, ms. janet cover. yes. we even met
for lunch when i asked her to write it. it was really really nice. "i also wrote an
index for it that includes, among other things, all the mega-man relationship
analogies included in the book (there is this many: one. but it's a good one!). it's
even got special guest dinosaur comics done kate "hark! a vagrant" beaton,
anthony "nedroid" clark, john "pictures for sad children" campbell, randall "xkcd"
munroe and david "wondermark" malki! whoah. also there's an illustration of me
flexing where you can see my pancake tattoos. it's the best book ever, except if
you include the previous two books, in which case they're are each and all tied for
first. "tl;dr: if you only buy one book today, i think probably you should make it
this one." --ryan ...more

Readable/Downloadable

THE FURTHER ADVENTURES OF GENTLEMAN JACK AND MISTER
TWIST: THE ARTFUL DODGER AND OLIVER TWIST
at the end of oliver twist, charles dickens gives us information about a few
characters, but for the most part we have no idea what happens afterward. in this
novel, we find out how various people change, mature, and meet new challenges
in the new world. jack is forced to lose some of his street ways, and oliver must
face the new challenges as an adult. the adventures and at the end of oliver twist,
charles dickens gives us information about a few characters, but for the most part
we have no idea what happens afterward. in this novel, we find out how various
people change, mature, and meet new challenges in the new world. jack is forced
to lose some of his street ways, and oliver must face the new challenges as an
adult. the adventures and dangers they confront in the new world help them
realize two things. you cannot just love someone, but you must show them you
love them. the other important thing they learn is that, no matter what your
background, what you become is not dictated by what you were. ...more

Readable/Downloadable

THE MISTER ROGERS' PARENTING BOOK: HELPING TO
UNDERSTAND YOUR YOUNG CHILD
reassuring and wonderfully accessible, full of child development insight and
practical ideas from a trusted friend of both children and adults, this innovative
book is a valuable resource for all parents of 2 to 6year-olds who are faced with a
variety of new and challenging situations. charmingly illustrated, it addresses
everyday experiences such as bedtime struggles, mea reassuring and wonderfully
accessible, full of child development insight and practical ideas from a trusted
friend of both children and adults, this innovative book is a valuable resource for
all parents of 2 to 6year-olds who are faced with a variety of new and challenging
situations. charmingly illustrated, it addresses everyday experiences such as
bedtime struggles, mealtimes, going to the doctor, as well as difficult times like
divorce and death. ...more
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RAGS &AMP; BONES: NEW TWISTS ON TIMELESS TALES (SIR
HEREWARD AND MISTER FITZ)
the best writers of our generation retell the classics. from sir edmund spenser's the
faerie queen to e.m. forster's "the machine stops," literature is filled with sexy,
deadly, and downright twisted tales. in this collection, award-winning and
bestselling authors reimagine their favorite classic stories, the ones that have
inspired, awed, and enraged them, the ones that ha the best writers of our
generation retell the classics. from sir edmund spenser's the faerie queen to e.m.
forster's "the machine stops," literature is filled with sexy, deadly, and downright
twisted tales. in this collection, award-winning and bestselling authors reimagine
their favorite classic stories, the ones that have inspired, awed, and enraged them,
the ones that have become ingrained in modern culture, and the ones that have
been too long overlooked. they take these stories and boil them down to their
bones, and then reassemble them for a new generation of young adult readers.
written from a twenty-first century perspective and set within the realms of
science fiction, dystopian fiction, fantasy and realistic fiction, these short stories
are as moving and thought provoking as their originators. they pay homage to
groundbreaking literary achievements of the past while celebrating each author's
unique perception and innovative style. ...more
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MANY WAYS TO SAY I LOVE YOU: WISDOM FOR PARENTS AND
CHILDREN FROM MISTER ROGERS
this program is a collection of segments from never-before-published speeches
and observations from fred rogers years of working with parents and children, as
well as other published materials from books, songs, tv commentary, and more.
using stories from his own life, rogers discusses the importance of children and
the role of parents. included in the collection: a lot of this program is a collection
of segments from never-before-published speeches and observations from fred
rogers years of working with parents and children, as well as other published
materials from books, songs, tv commentary, and more. using stories from his
own life, rogers discusses the importance of children and the role of parents.
included in the collection: a lot of the ways that i feel and a lot of the things that i
offer have their roots in the care my early caregivers gave to me. parents are like
shuttles on a loom. they join the threads of the past with the threads of the future
and leave their own bright patterns as they go, providing continuity to succeeding
ages.... those of us who are in this world to educateto care forchildren have a
special calling: a calling which has very little to do with the collection of
expensive possessions, but has a lot to do with the worth inside of heads and
hearts. in fact, thats our domain: the heads and hearts of the next generation: the
thoughts and feelings of the future. .more
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MISTER JELLY ROLL: THE FORTUNES OF JELLY ROLL MORTON,
NEW ORLEANS CREOLE AND &QUOT;INVENTOR OF JAZZ&QUOT;
(UPDATED)
when it appeared in 1950, this biography of ferdinand "jelly roll" morton became
an instant classic of jazz literature. now back in print and updated with a new
afterword by lawrence gushee, mister jelly roll will enchant a new generation of
readers with the fascinating story of one of the world's most influential composers
of jazz. jelly roll's voice spins out his life in when it appeared in 1950, this
biography of ferdinand "jelly roll" morton became an instant classic of jazz
literature. now back in print and updated with a new afterword by lawrence
gushee, mister jelly roll will enchant a new generation of readers with the
Readable/Downloadable
fascinating story of one of the world's most influential composers of jazz. jelly
roll's voice spins out his life in something close to song, each sentence rich with
the sound and atmosphere of the period in which morton, and jazz, exploded on
the american and international scene. this edition includes scores of jelly roll's
own arrangements, a discography and an updated bibliography, a chronology of
his compositions, a new genealogical tree of jelly roll's forebears, and alan
lomax's preface from the hard-to-find 1993 edition of this classic work. lawrence
gushee's afterword provides new factual information and reasserts the importance
of this work of african american biography to the study of jazz and american
culture. ...more
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A HAND BOOK ON LIFE SKILLS (ZORRO AND MISTER BUD)
fashion goes to the dogs in this lovable follow-up to "say hello to zorro!" mister
bud and zorro get along just great. they wake up together, have walk time
together, and take naps together. but something is about to interrupt their
schedule: zorro has to wear a fancy outfit. zorro is embarrassed, mortified, aghast.
mr. bud tries to cheer him up, but nothing works. everyone fashion goes to the
dogs in this lovable follow-up to "say hello to zorro!" mister bud and zorro get
along just great. they wake up together, have walk time together, and take naps
Readable/Downloadable
together. but something is about to interrupt their schedule: zorro has to wear a
fancy outfit. zorro is embarrassed, mortified, aghast. mr. bud tries to cheer him up,
but nothing works. everyone makes fun of zorro, and he refuses to participate in
chew-on-a-stick time. mister bud doesn't know what to do. but when another dog,
a "very cool" dog shows up in an outfit and does amazing tricks and beats all the
other dogs in a race, zorro discovers that wearing clothes might not be so bad after
all. everything is back on schedule. ...more

THE WORLD ACCORDING TO MISTER ROGERS: IMPORTANT
THINGS TO REMEMBER
a timeless collection of wisdom on love, friendship, respect, individuality, and
honesty from the man who has been a friend to generations of americans there are
few personalities who evoke such universal feelings of warmth as fred rogers. an
enduring presence in american homes for over 30 years, his plainspoken wisdom
continues to guide and comfort many. the world accordi a timeless collection of
wisdom on love, friendship, respect, individuality, and honesty from the man who
has been a friend to generations of americans there are few personalities who
evoke such universal feelings of warmth as fred rogers. an enduring presence in
Readable/Downloadable
american homes for over 30 years, his plainspoken wisdom continues to guide and
comfort many. the world according to mister rogers distills the legacy and
singular worldview of this beloved american figure. an inspiring collection of
stories, anecdotes, and insights--with sections devoted to love, friendship, respect,
individuality, and honesty, the world according to mister rogers reminds us that
there is much more in life that unites us than divides us. culled from fred rogers'
speeches, program transcripts, books, letters, and interviews, along with some of
his never-before-published writings, the world according to mister rogers is a
testament to the legacy of a man who served and continues to serve as a role
model to millions. ...more

KILLING MISTER WATSON (SHADOW COUNTRY TRILOGY #1)
by the author of "the snow leopard", "the tree where man was born" and "on the
river styx", this novel is based around the circumstances of the death of a man in
florida 1910, who had terrorized his community and who very possibly had a
criminal past.
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ON KISSING, TICKLING, AND BEING BORED: PSYCHOANALYTIC
ESSAYS ON THE UNEXAMINED LIFE
in a style that is writerly and audacious, adam phillips takes up a variety of
seemingly ordinary subjects underinvestigated by psychoanalysis--kissing,
worrying, risk, solitude, composure, even farting as it relates to worrying. he
argues that psychoanalysis began as a virtuoso improvisation within the science of
medicine, but that virtuosity has given way to the dream in a style that is writerly
and audacious, adam phillips takes up a variety of seemingly ordinary subjects
Readable/Downloadable
underinvestigated by psychoanalysis--kissing, worrying, risk, solitude,
composure, even farting as it relates to worrying. he argues that psychoanalysis
began as a virtuoso improvisation within the science of medicine, but that
virtuosity has given way to the dream of science that only the examined life is
worth living. phillips goes on to show how the drive to omniscience has been
unfortunate both for psychoanalysis and for life. he reveals how much one's
psychic health depends on establishing a realm of life that successfully resists
examination. ...more
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KISSING THE MASK: BEAUTY, UNDERSTATEMENT, AND
FEMININITY IN JAPANESE NOH THEATER
from the national book award-winning author of europe central comes a charming,
evocative and piercing examination of an ancient japanese tradition and the keys it
holds to our modern understanding of beauty.... what is a woman? to what extent
is femininity a performance? writing with the extraordin-ary awareness and
endless curiosity that have defined his entire oeuvre, w from the national book
award-winning author of europe central comes a charming, evocative and piercing
examination of an ancient japanese tradition and the keys it holds to our modern
understanding of beauty what is a woman? to what extent is femininity a
performance? writing with the extraordin-ary awareness and endless curiosity that
have defined his entire oeuvre, william t. vollmann takes an in-depth look into the
japanese craft of noh theater, using the medium as a prism to reveal the
Readable/Downloadable
conception of beauty itself. sweeping readers from the dressing room of one of
japan's most famous noh actors to a transvestite bar in the red-light district of
kabukicho, kissing the mask explores the enigma surrounding noh theater and the
traditions that have made it intrinsic to japanese culture for centuries. vollmann
then widens his scope to encompass such modern artists of attraction and loss as
mishima, kawabata and even andrew wyeth. from old norse poetry to greek cult
statues, from japan's most elite geisha dancers to american makeup artists, from
serbia to india, vollmann works to extract the secrets of staged femininity and the
mystery of perceived and expressed beauty, including explorations of gender at a
transgendered community in los angeles and with kabuki female impersonators.
kissing the mask is illustrated with many evocative sketches and photographs by
the author. .more

KISSING OUTSIDE THE LINES: A TRUE STORY OF LOVE AND RACE
AND HAPPILY EVER AFTER
diane farr—numb3rs star, loveline veteran, and funnyordie.com
contributor—always took for granted that she could love anybody she chose. but
when she, a white woman, fell in love with a korean-american man, she quickly
learned a tough lesson: when it comes to navigating the landscape of interracial
love in america today you’re going to step on some landmines. at turn diane
farr——numb3rs star, loveline veteran, and funnyordie.com
contributor——always took for granted that she could love anybody she chose.
but when she, a white woman, fell in love with a korean-american man, she
quickly learned a tough lesson: when it comes to navigating the landscape of
interracial love in america today you’re going to step on some landmines. at turns
Readable/Downloadable
introspective and outrageous, kissing outside the lines is farr’s
unapologetic—often hilarious—look at the complexities of
interracial/ethnic/religious/what-have-you love, told through the lens of her own
experience of dating, marrying, and creating a family with someone from a race
and culture different from her own. along the way, she exposes the many ways in
which prejudice rears its ugly head—whether subtly or overtly—when you dare to
love “outside the lines,” and she shares the stories of other multiracial couples
from different corners of the u.s. who have made a similar leap.kissing outside the
lines tackles love, family, and prejudice head-on. with sharp wit and deft humor,
farr confronts the fears and reservations that come with loving outside of one’s
race, and she emerges with a powerful message: love is love and family is family.
...more

MARRYING MISTER PERFECT (REALITY ROMANCE #1)
sometimes it takes a reality television show to show you the love that’s right in front of you... to
louisa tanner, jack doyle is perfect—heart surgeon, loving single father, and best friend a girl could
have—so it's no surprise when he's tapped as the next mister perfect for the reality dating series
marrying mister perfect. but watching her secret crush romancing gorgeou sometimes it takes a
reality television show to show you the love that’s right in front of you. to louisa tanner, jack doyle
is perfect—heart surgeon, loving single father, and best friend a girl could have—so it's no surprise
when he's tapped as the next mister perfect for the reality dating series marrying mister perfect. but
watching her secret crush romancing gorgeous women on national television? that flat out
sucks—even if he will never see her as more than a pal. jack is skeptical of reality shows as a path
to love, but drastic measures are needed to shake him and lou out of their rut. his friend deserves
better than being his live-in nanny and will never chase her dreams if she is busy taking care of him
and his kids, so he vows to take the show seriously and find a new wife. but the more stunning
women he woos on command, the more he begins to realize the only woman he wants just might be
the one he left back home. how can he seduce his best friend without jeopardizing their friendship?
especially when the cameras are always rolling. .more
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MISTER AND LADY DAY: BILLIE HOLIDAY AND THE DOG WHO
LOVED HER
billie holiday—also known as lady day—had fame, style, a stellar voice, big
gardenias in her hair, and lots of dogs. she had a coat-pocket poodle, a beagle,
chihuahuas, a great dane, and more, but her favorite was a boxer named mister.
mister was always there to bolster her courage through good times and bad, even
before her legendary appearance at new york’s carnegie hall billie holiday—also
known as lady day—had fame, style, a stellar voice, big gardenias in her hair, and
lots of dogs. she had a coat-pocket poodle, a beagle, chihuahuas, a great dane, and
more, but her favorite was a boxer named mister. mister was always there to
bolster her courage through good times and bad, even before her legendary
appearance at new york’s carnegie hall. newton’s stylish illustrations keep the
simply told story focused on the loving bond between billie holiday and her
treasured boxer. an author’s note deals more directly with the singer’s troubled
life, and includes a little-known photo of mister and lady day! ...more
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BLUES FOR MISTER CHARLIE (DELL PAPERBACKS)
in a small southern town, a white man murders a black man, then throws his body
in the weeds. with this act of violence--which is loosely based on the notorious
1955 killing of emmett till--james baldwin launches an unsparing and at times
agonizing probe of the wounds of race. for where once a white storekeeper could
have shot a "boy" like richard henry with impunity, time in a small southern town,
a white man murders a black man, then throws his body in the weeds. with this act
of violence--which is loosely based on the notorious 1955 killing of emmett till-- Readable/Downloadable
james baldwin launches an unsparing and at times agonizing probe of the wounds
of race. for where once a white storekeeper could have shot a "boy" like richard
henry with impunity, times have changed. and centuries of brutality and fear,
patronage and contempt, are about to erupt in a moment of truth as devastating as
a shotgun blast. in his award-winning play, baldwin turns a murder and its
aftermath into an inquest in which even the most well-intentioned whites are
implicated--and in which even a killer receives his share of compassion. ...more

THE SIMPLE FAITH OF MISTER ROGERS
the simple faith of mister rogers focuses on fred rogers' spiritual legacy, but it is
more than that. it is about a man who, to paraphrase the words of st. francis of
assisi, "preached the gospel at all times; when necessary, he used words."
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MISTER DOG: THE DOG WHO BELONGED TO HIMSELF (LITTLE
GOLDEN BOOK)
once upon a time there was a funny dog named crispin’s crispian. he was named
Readable/Downloadable
crispin’s crispian because he belonged to himself.so begins the story of a dog who
runs bang into a little boy, who also belongs to himself. this quirky,
breathtakingly illustrated story is one of margaret wise brown’s best.

THE BOOK OF LOST THINGS (MISTER MAX #1)
max starling's theatrical father likes to say that at twelve a boy is independent. he also likes to boast (about his
acting skills, his wife's acting skills, a fortune only his family knows is metaphorical), but more than anything
he likes to have adventures. max starling's equally theatrical mother is not a boaster but she enjoys a good
adventure as much as her husband. w max starling's theatrical father likes to say that at twelve a boy is
independent. he also likes to boast (about his acting skills, his wife's acting skills, a fortune only his family
knows is metaphorical), but more than anything he likes to have adventures. max starling's equally theatrical
mother is not a boaster but she enjoys a good adventure as much as her husband. when these two disappear,
what can sort-of-theatrical max and his not-at-all theatrical grandmother do? they have to wait to find out
something, anything, and to worry, and, in max's case, to figure out how to earn a living at the same time as he
maintains his independence. this is the first of three books, all featuring the mysterious mister max. ...more
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MISTER SLAUGHTER (MATTHEW CORBETT #3)
the world of colonial america comes vibrantly to life in this masterful new
historical thriller by robert mccammon. the latest entry in the popular matthew
corbett series, which began with speaks the nightbird and continued in the queen
of bedlam, mister slaughter opens in the emerging metropolis of new york city in
1702, and proceeds to take both matthew and the reader on the world of colonial
america comes vibrantly to life in this masterful new historical thriller by robert
mccammon. the latest entry in the popular matthew corbett series, which began
with speaks the nightbird and continued in the queen of bedlam, mister slaughter
opens in the emerging metropolis of new york city in 1702, and proceeds to take
both matthew and the reader on an unforgettable journey of horror, violence, and
personal discovery. the journey begins when matthew, now an apprentice
"problem solver" for the london-based herrald agency, accepts an unusual and
hazardous commission. together with his colleague, hudson greathouse, he agrees
to escort the notorious mass murderer tyranthus slaughter from an asylum outside
philadelphia to the docks of new york. along the way, slaughter makes his captors
a surprising - and extremely tempting - offer. mister slaughter is at once a classic
portrait of an archetypal serial killer and an exquisitely detailed account of a
fledgling nation still in the process of inventing itself. ...more
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THE HOOD WITH NO HANDS (MISTER RAINBOW #1)
winner of silver in the 2012 independent publishers awards. she's a surgeon, she's
beautiful and she desperately wants mister rainbow to shed some light on her
husband's past. but when he does, she wishes he hadn't. because what rainbow
discovers is a handless hood - and a whole lot of murders. rainbow's a retro
private eye who keeps himself to himself. he lives (illegally winner of silver in the
2012 independent publishers awards. she's a surgeon, she's beautiful and she
desperately wants mister rainbow to shed some light on her husband's past. but
Readable/Downloadable
when he does, she wishes he hadn't. because what rainbow discovers is a handless
hood - and a whole lot of murders. rainbow's a retro private eye who keeps
himself to himself. he lives (illegally) on a boat in sydney harbour, has no
identity, and frequents speakeasies. he's also got a nemesis called pandora ... the
case of the hood with no hands, the first novel in the mister rainbow heptalogy, is
a thoroughly modern story with a wink and a nod to the golden age of pulp
fiction. with its memorable characters, witty dialogue and fast-paced plot, it
signals the arrival of an arresting new australian talent. .more
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